
 

 
September 18, 2019 
 
Dear Members of the Subcommittee on Intellectual Property of the Senate Judiciary Committee, 
 
As a non-profit research and advocacy organization that supports high-growth, high-tech startups, we 
appreciate your interest in and attention to ensuring intellectual property laws foster innovation. Many of 
the companies Engine works with are patent owners, who both appreciate the important role patents play 
in the innovation ecosystem, but also experience first hand the significant negative consequences 
low-quality patents and abusive litigation can have.  
 
In our view, many of the changes contained in the Support Technology and Research for Our Nation’s 
Growth and Economic Resilience (“STRONGER”) Patents Act of 2019 are not needed. In particular, we 
are concerned about changes that would limit the availability of inter partes review (“IPR”) or reverse the 
Supreme Court’s decision in eBay v. MercExchange, regarding equitable relief in patent cases.  1

 
Startups have successfully used IPR proceedings to challenge low-quality patents that should not have 
issued in the first place. Instead of having to settle abusive or frivolous patent lawsuits, or spend millions 
to defend a case in district court, numerous startups have benefited from the opportunity to have the 
patent office take an efficient second-look. Similarly, the Supreme Court’s eBay decision has leveled the 
playing field in patent litigation, because patentees (including those who own low-quality patents that 
should not have issued in the first place) have a harder time using the threat of an injunction as leverage to 
coerce nuisance value settlements. And the money companies save on patent litigation can be invested 
directly in further innovation, R&D, and economic growth.  
 
More data about the impact of the patent system should inform evidence-based policy making 
 
Section 109(b) of the STRONGER Patents Act, which provides for a Small Business Administration 
Report analyzing the impact of the patent system, is a positive provision of the bill that received little 
attention during the Subcommittee’s September 11 hearing. In our view, legislative changes to the Patent 
Act should only be considered after such a study. There is empirical evidence about how companies 
interact with the patent system, but more-recent data would inform evidence-based policy making. And 
the study described at Section 109(b) could help fill gaps in existing data. We would welcome the 
opportunity to gather input from the startup community to help shape the direction of that study. The 
companies Engine works with are both patent owners and targets of abusive litigation, and their unique 
and balanced perspectives can inform patent policy that promotes innovation at high-tech, high-growth 
companies. We also encourage the committee to consider a longer-term study, since the impact of patent 
ownership and litigation cannot be meaningfully measured in one year.  

1 eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, LLC, 547 U.S. 388 (2006). 
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The current IPR system is working for startups 
 
The STRONGER Patents Act proposes changes to IPR procedures that would significantly limit the 
availability of, and could effectively eviscerate, that tool for challenging low-quality patents. As Senator 
Tillis correctly noted, IPRs provide a cheaper, faster, and more efficient means to cancel low-quality 
patents.  That, in turn, allows startups to avoid the costs of invalidating patents in court. Changes that 2

make it harder for startups to file IPRs, such as restricting the number of petitions that can be filed, will 
mean that more startups are forced to decide between spending millions to invalidate bad patents or 
paying nuisance value settlements. Instead, Congress should preserve the IPR system.  
 
Startups who have benefited from the IPR system speak to its value. For example:  
 

● Mapbox makes customizable maps and provides associated services, such as location, directions, 
and traffic search. And it has been accused of infringement by multiple patent assertion entities 
(“PAEs”), or so-called “patent trolls.” As Mapbox’s policy lead explained: “The entire troll 
industry is based around this asymmetry of costs and charging [] targets slightly less than it costs” 
to defend a patent lawsuit. “IPR is a great tool,” as “it offers people who are being targeted by 
trolls another tool for invalidating bad patents.”  3

● Patreon is a popular platform where artists and creators can get paid by their fans. Since the IPR 
process was instituted, Patreon has seen a decrease in patent demands from trolls. Patreon’s head 
of legal has noted: “Having the IPR process available to us as a means of defending our 
innovation is critical. The number one thing the patent office could do to protect patent quality is 
not do anything. The current process with IPR . . . has been hugely beneficial to the tech 
industry.”  The same reasoning should apply to lawmaking, and Congress should not do anything 4

to upset the current IPR process because it is an effective tool for protecting patent quality.  
 
The more time a company spends on patent litigation, the less time it is spending to develop its own 
resources and technology. That is bad for innovation.  It can take years and cost several million dollars to 5

invalidate patent claims in district court. The cost of an IPR—approximately $300,000-$600,000—is 
significant for most startups, but it is an order of magnitude less expensive than a defending a district 
court case.  Likewise, an IPR takes 12-18 months, whereas a court case can drag on for 3 or more years. If 6

patent assertion can be resolved more efficiently through IPR, startups will be able to re-focus their time 
and resources on innovation, R&D, fundraising, and marketing & sales.  
 

2 See Innovation in America: How Congress Can Make Our Patent System STRONGER: Hearing on S. 2082 Before 
the Subcomm. on Intellectual Prop., 116th Congress (2019) (statement of Sen. Thom Tillis). 
3 Protecting Big Ideas - Mapbox, YouTube (Nov. 9, 2018), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=jt4Z_KPl7eo.  
4 Innovation Toolkit for Startups - Patreon, YouTube (Dec. 18, 2018), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=JjFcZl_Ftpc.  
5 See, e.g., Successful Patent Reforms - Vimeo, YouTube (Sept. 28, 2018), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=xsAxsN5dBp4.  
6 Cost of Inter Partes Review: Everything You Need to Know, UpCounsel 
https://www.upcounsel.com/cost-of-inter-partes-review (last visited Sept. 18, 2019).  
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Another ancillary benefit of the IPR system is that it has leveled the playing field in patent litigation, 
making the business of asserting of low-quality patents less profitable. The recent decrease in the volume 
of litigation filed by PAEs is attributable, in part, to the availability of IPR.  These positive developments 7

should not be reversed by scaling back IPRs.  
 
Overturning eBay would give owners of low-quality patents disproportionate leverage to coerce 
nuisance value settlements 
 
Overturning eBay and creating a presumption of injunctive relief in patent cases will breathe new life into 
abusive litigation and give patent owners (including PAEs and owners of low-quality patents) the power 
to shut down—or threaten to shut down—startups. And that is bad for innovation. Senator Tillis’ stated 
concerns regarding the injunctive relief portions of the STRONGER Patents Act are well-placed.   8

 
Automatic presumptions in favor of injunctive relief arbitrarily inflate the value of almost all patents 
(including those that cover trivial features of a complicated product or service), and strip courts of their 
role in weighing relevant facts and context when fashioning equitable relief. Importantly, the ready 
availability of injunctions also creates significant leverage to settle even frivolous patent cases.  And this 9

leverage exists for low-quality (i.e., invalid) patents that are not infringed. eBay leveled the playing field, 
freeing accused infringers to proceed with invalidity and non-infringement defenses without the risk of 
having a product pulled from the market.  This is particularly important for, e.g., single-product startups, 10

because an injunction barring the sale of that single-product would put the company out of business. 
Many startups may, understandably, be unwilling to risk that existential threat, and instead err on the side 
of paying high settlements in cases of questionable merit. eBay, and awarding injunctions based on 
equitable considerations, gives startups more freedom to fight back against frivolous claims.  
 
Concern that eBay or IPRs hurt innovation is misplaced 
 
We appreciate the subcommittee’s interest in and attention to promoting patent policies that foster 
innovation. But legislative efforts focused solely on making it easier to obtain and enforce patents lack 
essential context. Obtaining patents is only one component of the innovation ecosystem, patent assertion 
is another, and there are numerous other high-priority policy concerns facing innovators.  
 
Proponents of the STRONGER Patents Act who argue the current patent system is not working for 
startups rely on irrelevant data—the data does not suggest eBay or IPRs caused a decline in startup or 
innovation activity. Instead, recent Supreme Court cases and the America Invents Act (“AIA”) leveled the 

7 2017 in Review: A Year of Transition, RPX (Jan. 2, 2018), 
https://www.rpxcorp.com/intelligence/blog/2017-in-review-a-year-of-transition/.  
8 See Innovation in America: How Congress Can Make Our Patent System STRONGER: Hearing on S. 2082 Before 
the Subcomm. on Intellectual Prop., 116th Congress (2019) (statement of Sen. Thom Tillis). 
9 See, e.g., Brian T. Yeh, Cong. Research Serv., R42668, An Overview of the “Patent Trolls” Debate 12-14, 18 
(2013) (describing leverage PAEs can exert when injunctive relief is available).  
10 See, e.g., eBay Decision Levels Patent Litigation Playing Field, Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney (Apr. 5, 2011), 
https://www.bipc.com/ebay-decision-levels-patent-litigation-playing-field.  
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playing field in patent litigation and reduced the prospects for low-quality patents being leveraged to 
hamper innovation.  
 
First, innovation has been on a positive trajectory since the eBay decision in 2008 and since the AIA went 
into effect in 2012. VC investment and the number of VC deals has risen steadily since 2009.  And 2019 11

is on track to be “the second consecutive year in which VC invested has topped $100 billion.”  Across all 12

metrics, Bloomberg’s startup barometer shows positive trends from 2007-present for the health of the 
business environment for U.S. tech startups.  These are just two data points that confirm recent Supreme 13

Court cases and the AIA have not led to a reduction in investment or overall startup health. 
 
Second, the companies Engine works with do have policy concerns, but rolling back recent improvements 
in patent policy is not one of them. As one witness explained at the hearing “regulatory hurdles and 
difficulty finding qualified workers” are primary issues facing the startup community.  Engine has asked 14

startups across the country about policies that have helped their businesses grow and what policies could 
improve the startup ecosystem.  And their responses are consistent: access to capital, access to talent, and 15

infrastructure are most important to startups.  One specific concern raised during the hearing was that the 16

U.S.’s ranking in Bloomberg’s Innovation Index dropped over the past few years. As Bloomberg has 
explained, that drop is due to slumps in education, not due to patent activity.   17

11 Venture Monitor 2Q 2019, PitchBook and NVCA, 4 (2019), 
https://nvca.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/2Q_2019_PitchBook_NVCA_Venture_Monitor.pdf.  
12 Id. at 3, 4.  
13 Bloomberg U.S. Startups Barometer, Bloomberg, https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/startup-barometer/ (last 
visited Sept. 18, 2019).  
14 See Innovation in America: How Congress Can Make Our Patent System STRONGER: Hearing on S. 2082 Before 
the Subcomm. on Intellectual Prop., 116th Congress (2019) (testimony of E. Bright). The NVCA has similarly 
identified expanded authority of the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (“CFIUS”) as the policy 
focus for the startup community, and has signaled that tariffs and trade policy could have negative impacts in the 
innovation ecosystem. Venture Monitor 2Q 2019 at 3. Survey data likewise confirm that access to talent is a top 
public policy concern for startups. U.S. Startup Outlook 2019, Silicon Valley Bank, 12 (2019), 
https://www.svb.com/globalassets/library/uploadedfiles/content/trends_and_insights/reports/startup_outlook_report/
us/svb-suo-us-report-2019.pdf. 
15 #StartupsEverywhere, Engine, https://www.engine.is/startupseverywhere (last visited Sept. 18, 2019). 
16 Many companies have specific policy suggestions or concerns within these categories. For example, to improve 
access to capital, some companies point to the need for more government R&D funding and others recommend 
changes to tax policy. To improve the startup communities’ ability to attract talent, companies identify health 
insurance and immigration as areas that need policymakers’ attention.  
17 The Bloomberg Innovation Index is based on seven categories, one of which is patent activity. The U.S. has 
historically and consistently ranked high in that patent activity category. In the Bloomberg 2019 Innovation Index, 
the U.S. was ranked first in patent activity, and in 2018 the U.S. was ranked second. From at least 2015-2017, the 
U.S. was in the top five for Bloomberg’s patent activity metric. Alexandre Tanzi, U.S. and Canada Make Strides in 
Bloomberg 2019 Innovation Index, Bloomberg (Jan. 28, 2019, 5:00 AM), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-28/u-s-canada-make-strides-in-bloomberg-2019-innovation-inde
x; Michelle Jamrisko & Wei Lu, The U.S. Drops Out of the Trop 10 in Innovation Ranking, Bloomberg (Jan. 22, 
2019, 6:00 PM), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-01-22/south-korea-tops-global-innovation-ranking-again-as-u-s-fall
s; The Bloomberg Innovation Index, Bloomberg, https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2015-innovative-countries/ 
(last visited Sept. 18, 2019) (providing data for 2015); Michelle Jamrisko & Wei Lu, These Are the World’s Most 
Innovative Economies, Bloomberg (Jan. 19, 2016, 6:00 AM), 
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Third, data does confirm that low-quality patents and abusive litigation hurt startup prospects. Therefore, 
procedures like IPR that make it easier to challenge those patents are good for innovation. Policies that 
reduce the rates of PAE litigation have been shown to increase employment rates at high-tech startups.  18

And PAE litigation reduces funding prospects and patent lawsuits reduce firms’ R&D spending.  In one 19

survey, 100% of VCs asked responded that if a startup had received a patent demand, then the VC might 
refrain from investing. This makes sense. Investors want to invest in a company’s growth, they do not 
want to pay legal bills. To paraphrase one venture capitalist: “When companies spend money protecting 
their intellectual property position, they are not expanding; and when companies spend time thinking 
about patent demands, they are not inventing.”  20

 
Overall, patents are at best an imperfect metric for innovation.  Congress should be realistic about the 21

challenges U.S. startups face, and focus on startup priorities such as access to capital and talent. 
Low-quality patents and litigation can do more harm, across the board, to funding prospects, growth, 
hiring, etc. Therefore, efforts that have already proven successful in combatting frivolous litigation over 
low-quality patents should be preserved.  
 

* * * 

Engine looks forward to continued engagement with the Subcommittee on proposed changes to the patent 
system and how those proposals would affect the startup community. Curbing abusive patent litigation 
remains a top priority for startups. Time and money spent on litigation is time and money that cannot be 
spent on innovation, and the distractions of (especially frivolous) litigation make it harder for startups to 
attract funding. Both the availability of IPR proceedings and the equitable balancing of injunctive relief 
have been and will continue to be important tools for startups. 

In our view legislative changes are not needed at this time. While it may have some imperfections, the 
current legal framework works for startups and promotes innovation. That being said, as in all policy 
areas, Engine strives to seek solutions and work with lawmakers whenever possible to find compromise 
that ensures clarity for startups and promotes innovation. And further study of how startups interact with 
the patent system—as both patent owners and as targets of litigation—would be a useful step to any 
future, evidence-based policymaking.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-01-19/these-are-the-world-s-most-innovative-economies; Michelle 
Jamrisko & Wei Lu, These Are the World’s Most Innovative Economies, Bloomberg (Jan. 17, 2017, 12:01 AM), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-17/sweden-gains-south-korea-reigns-as-world-s-most-innovativ
e-economies.  
18 Ian Appel, Joan Farre-Mensa, & Elena Simintzi, Patent Trolls and Startup Employment, 133 J. Fin. Econ. 708 
(2019).  
19 See, e.g., James Bessen, The Evidence Is In: Patent Trolls Do Hurt Innovation, Harv. Bus. Rev. (Nov. 2014), 
https://hbr.org/2014/07/the-evidence-is-in-patent-trolls-do-hurt-innovation.  
20 Robin Feldman, Patent Demands & Startup Companies, 16 Yale L.J. & Tech. 236, 243 (2014). 
21 See, e.g., Pierre Desrochers, On the Abuse of Patents as Economic Indicators, 1 Quarterly J. Austrian Econ. 51 
(1998) (addressing “problems associated with patent data as a proxy for inventive activity”).  
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